Sean Heydon Biography
Sean Heydon has been working in some of the worlds most prestigious venues for A-list celebrities
and blue chip companies for over 9 years now with his unique style of madcap comedy and magic.
Arguably the most televised illusionist in the UK, with many television credits to his name (including
acting as the resident illusionist on the Paul O'Grady Show, Channel 4), Sean is also in constant
demand across the BBC Radio Network as a special guest with memorable results. A multi-award
winning entertainer, 2009 saw Sean beat off the cream of British entertainment talent to win the
coveted ‘Specialty Act of the Year’ award as voted for by some of the finest Agents and Bookers in the
country. Sean and his creative team are often requested to design and perform custom illusions to
help promote companies and events. Some of the more memorable recent requests range from
making a Ferrari float in mid-air and then vanish over the heads of the audience to making a HGV
magically appear!

The Show…….
Sean's comedy magic show will astound you. Billed as ‘The Alternative Magician’ he performs
amazing illusions and stunts in his own unique comic style that your audience will have never seen
before, but will remember for the rest of their lives. With lavish Las Vegas style illusions for those
bigger occasions or more modest mysteries for smaller venues, Sean’s show can always be scaled to
fit your audience and deliver a memorable, hilarious and totally unique performance that's been seen
everywhere from the biggest theatres to luxury cruise ships and some of the finest corporate events.

“That's fantastic, where did you come from!"
Paul O'Grady, Television Presenter
"I absolutely loved that... "
Piers Morgan, Television Celebrity
"You’re either a genius……. or a WITCH!”
Bernie Keith, BBC Presenter

Contact Information
For further information, please email seanheydon@gmail.com or telephone 01858289472.

